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EDITORIAL
At the July open meeting of the Daffodil Weekend Trustees the Society was awarded
the sum of £500 which it had requested for several projects. These included a
laminator, a device to cover documents, maps, and notices with plastic transparent
film, in order to preserve and protect them. This should prove very useful in our
archives, particularly in the keeping of photographs. Another sum of money has been
earmarked for the conservation of a decaying piece of stonework, in the outer fabric
of the Church, into which was cut, a name and the date ‘January Anno Domini 1642
or 3’. The Parochial Church Council has agreed that this stone should be preserved
and the stone mason will cut back the relevant section so that it can be removed and
replaced by new stone. The graffito stone will then be available for viewing
separately perhaps within a glass case.
The Thriplow Society has for some time also been concerned to preserve the
nineteenth century obsolete water pump in Fowlmere Road. Some renovation is
needed and the casing made good. Although the pump is officially the property of the
District Council, its upkeep has for many years been a concern of the Parish Council,
and they, in turn, have accepted that the Society should see it as part of its remit to
look after it. Part of the grant will be used in this endeavour.
The Society has also been working on behalf of the Parish Council to repair the roof
of the Smithy and the annexe. These buildings have been used by Thriplow Society to
store its collection of bygones, both of the tools of the blacksmith and of the farmer,
and to hold its display materials, but the leaking roof is a threat to anything requiring
waterproof conditions. We are negotiating for a builder to repair this to the
requirements of the Local Conservation Officer, and hope that a grant from the Local
Heritage Initiative will help pay for it.
These examples illustrate the work that the Thriplow Society has included in its
conservation mandate; it is an attempt to prevent Thriplow’s historic past from
disappearing before our very eyes! We are also concerned about present services and
note with anxiety that the Village Stores are having a very difficult time. We trust
that all members will have returned the form, distributed recently, asking for support
for the establishment of an Industrial and Provident Society to run the shop. Although
Thriplow is small and its hinterland for supplying goods and services is virtually the
village itself (although there is some support from the passing trade, from Heathfield,
and from school children and parents who live beyond the village), it is to be hoped
that the numbers of residents committed to the shop may just be sufficient to save it
from permanent closure.

Peter Speak and Shirley Wittering. Joint Editors.

LIFE ON THE HEATH

Pete Lawrence with his Aunt Marie Baynes about 1962, outside 6 Thriplow Heath

I was born on 24th May 1956, the only child of Alfred William (Pete) Lawrence and Edith
May Baynes, and grew up on Thriplow Heath. One of my earliest memories is of my mother
telling me that I would be starting school. So, in the September after my fifth birthday, I
started school, although for some reason my parents decided to send me to Fowlmere
Primary. My formative years were therefore spent in the company of Paynes, Gladwells,
Badhams, Jarmans, Pettits and Barkers. The last two were relatives, so maybe mum and dad
thought I would be less lonely at Fowlmere.
School was my first real opportunity to make friends with a lot of other children. Living on
the Heath was certainly isolated. The only other children were my cousins Ann Lawrence,
and Irene and Clare Murray. Being the only boy meant that I usually pestered the adults to
entertain me. When my parents and grandfather (William Walter Lawrence) were all
working, this normally fell on my Aunt Doll (Wills), her husband George (when his shifts
allowed) and my Aunt Ivy (Lawrence). Aunt Doll would spend hours telling me about the
Lawrence family history, showing me photographs which were kept in some tins in a
cupboard. She told me that my great grandfather, George Wilmott Lawrence had moved from
Haslingfield to Thriplow Heath to be gamekeeper in Thriplow. In his spare time he was a
maker of dulcimers. So began my lifelong love with genealogy.
In the winter of 1962/63 mother and I were coming home from school in a terrible blizzard. I
was seated on her bicycle saddle with her pushing me. The journey was less than two miles
but seemed to take forever. She tied a scarf over my eyes to keep the snow out, but that
seemed to make matters worse. I was very cold and disorientated. Eventually we arrived
home, soaked. Father had got home first and had lit a fire. And so began the famous winter of
1962/63. The ground froze for days. As our water was acquired via a mechanically pumped
well we were provided with a water cart. We had no central heating. Indeed, the only fire was
in the living/dining room. So icicles in the bedroom windows were the norm on a winter’s
day.

Around this time I got measles, and was off school for a couple of weeks. My spirits were
lifted by the arrival of our first television. My aunts would often call round on their way back
from a walk. This normally coincided with Z cars being on the TV!
For my seventh birthday I was given a bicycle. I'd never ridden one before and progress was
slower than I had anticipated. My mother taught me how to ride it, but she was left-handed.
Consequently, everything she showed me appeared back to front. Eventually, I mastered the
skill, and I could not believe how much freedom this cycle gave me. I used to cycle through
the plantation behind the houses, dodging the trees and my aunts and uncle. Occasionally I
would clip the edge of the vegetable patch. Father, grandfather, and Uncle George were all
keen gardeners, so I was often seen as a pest!
I'd often seen Uncle George tying his lawn mower to the back of his cycle, telling me that he
was going to 'cut the graves'. Now that I too had a cycle he allowed me to accompany him.
We would cycle along either Gravel Pit Hill, or Mill Lane (if it had been dry), and then into
Middle Street or Church Lane. Uncle George seemed to know everyone he met, and
gradually I became introduced to many of the residents of Thriplow. He took immense pride
in keeping the graves tidy, and would tell me who was in the unmarked ones. Once we got
home I would rush in to ask Aunt Doll for the tins of photographs, so that I could put a face
to the grave!
Aunt Ivy's job was delivering daily newspapers to Little Thriplow and the whole of Thriplow.
She would start out from 2 Thriplow Heath at about 8am, cycle to the Variety shop at
Fowlmere, then set about her delivery. She would normally arrive home by 1pm, later on
Fridays and Saturdays when she collected the money. She would empty a huge bag, full of
old coppers, and some silver onto the table. We would spend ages counting it. I was
fascinated by the old Victorian and Edwardian coins which I sometimes found. This helped to
spark my interest in numismatics which continues today. Sundays were a day off for Aunt
Ivy, and our papers were delivered by Bill Howe, (Jack’s brother) on his way home from
working at Sawston.
Now that I had a cycle school holidays were far less boring. Sometimes I would meet Aunt
Ivy, either in Fowlmere or Thriplow, and help her deliver the papers. Often we would meet
'Digger', a little terrier, which I believe was owned by Mr & Mrs Vinter. 'Digger' was a very
friendly dog who used to spend his time trotting back and forth to Fowlmere. But he had also
mastered the art of 'thumbing a lift' and would soon hop into a car.
By this time my Mother was working as a home help in both villages. She may have also
been working at Thriplow Bury for the Robinson family, although this could have been
earlier. Sometimes I would run errands, going to the village shop at Thriplow, which was run
by Mr & Mrs Witter. Mr Witter always wore a white jacket and sported a fine moustache.
At home I would accompany either Aunt Ivy or Uncle George 'wooding'. We would take a
hoe with a very long handle into the plantation and pull down dead wood from the trees. This

was then burnt on the kitchen ranges which were our only source of heat and cooking.
Sometimes we would find eggs which had been laid by grandfather's hens which had escaped
from their run. We would also find wild mushrooms growing in the fields. The plantation
seemed huge; full of massive elms, some fine beech and oak, together with a lot of hawthorn.
Birds nests were in abundance - Dunnocks, Tree and House sparrows, chaffinches, blackbirds
and song thrushes. I still remember finding my first blackcaps nest. I also found a nightjar,
but unfortunately it was dead.
Meals were often rabbit, pigeon or pheasant, sometimes partridge. My father would disappear
with his shotgun and some wire, telling us that he was going to get the dinner!
During this time the landscape of the Heath was far more attractive than it is today. There
was a huge black poplar tree at the bottom of the Chrishall Grange road, opposite Nos 3 & 4.
And on the left side of this road was a belt of small trees and bushes for about half a mile.
Most of the fields were enclosed by thick hedges some of which were maintained by
grandfather.
Father's main job was looking after the herd of Aberdeen Angus cattle kept on the Heath and
owned by Lord Walston. One day he came home very worried, talking about ‘foot and
mouth'. I knew it was serious because he said some cattle might die, and that he would have
to disinfect his wellington boots regularly.
To supplement the family income both my parents would hoe sugar beet in the summer
evenings, or at weekends. Once they considered me old enough to help I was given a hoe to
earn my pocket money of 2 shillings (10p) a week, although finding skylarks nests amongst
the beet was far more interesting.
A familiar sight in the 1960s was a gentleman we affectionately named 'The Handcart Man'.
He could be seen along the A505, pushing a cart, containing all his belongings. His dog
would sit on top of the cart, and he would set up camp, normally in a clearing next to what is
now the Pet Crematorium. We never knew his real name, but sometimes he would stop and
ask for fresh water, which he would boil on an open fire. He would camp for several days,
then move off in the direction of Royston, returning again some weeks later.
At Easter time a large group of pilgrims would pass by, on their way to Great Walsingham in
Norfolk. They would take it in turns to carry a large wooden cross.
Melbourn Village College seemed so big compared to the 3 classrooms at Fowlmere Primary,
but it was an enjoyable period of my life. I no longer had to cycle to school. Instead I
travelled on one of Kenzies coaches via Thriplow and Foxton.
1971 was a particularly bad year. My grandfather and my father's brother Uncle Jack, from
Fowlmere both died. My mother also lost her mother and one of her brothers. I was
devastated.

By March 1972 we had left the Heath and moved to Fowlmere, to a house which had a flush
toilet, albeit still outside. Eventually, we also got an indoor toilet and a bathroom which
coincided with the Queen's Silver Jubilee. My Aunt Doll, Uncle George and Aunt Ivy moved
to Thriplow. So too did Derek and Shirley Murray and their family. Mr and Mrs Porter, who
had lived next to us also moved to Thriplow. Life on the Heath would never be the same
again. A few years later Dutch elm disease decimated the tree population, changing its
appearance forever.
Pete Lawrence

Herbert Lawrence, music maker

THE TITHE BARN
The tithe barn at Rectory Farm, Middle Street, the home of George and Olive Deller, is well
known to most of you as a venue for crafts at Daffodil Weekend. But it is more than just an
old barn; it is the oldest secular building in the village. Its beams have been dated to around
1320 by the type of joint used, scarf joints.

Modern version of a scarf joint
Documentary evidence dates from earlier than that. We all know that the Bishop of Ely,
Hugh de Balsham used the tithes from Thriplow Church to found his college, Peterhouse, in
Cambridge, in 1284. On the 12th April 1284 he issued another deed reiterating his
‘appropriation of the church to the scholars alone and reserving to himself the right to ordain
a vicarage to the Church of Triplow and to appoint to the benefice’. This meant that
Peterhouse as beneficiary of the tithes became the Rector of Thriplow, and a vicar was
appointed to care for the souls and perform the rites of the church and was to be paid a small
fixed stipend.1 It was this arrangement of lay Rector receiving the ‘Great tithes’ or tenth part
of corn, hides and lambs, and the Vicar receiving the ‘small tithes’ of fruit, hay and seeds,
which was to cause so much acrimony in the 19th century.

Bird’s eye view of the Tithe Barn, Rectory Farm, drawn by Sean Hogan
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The barn itself is made up of seven bays and is 106.ft long and 40 ft wide. It is constructed of
timber and clunch with a brick foundation. Sean Hogan has made some meticulous drawings
of it. The one shown is a view from above. The photograph taken in the 1920s shows it with
its thatched roof; this was removed in the 1960s and the roof line lowered and replaced with
corrugated iron.

The Tithe Barn in the 1930s
Further details of its construction come from a series of documents kept in the archives of
Peterhouse, Cambridge. In 1647, during the civil war, Peterhouse was persuaded by the
incoming tenant to take, Richard Prime, the outgoing tenant, to the court of Chancery for ‘not
paying his rent; removing a Granary, stealing over one hundred pigeons and generally
letting the property become ruinous’, as well as letting his land in the open fields become so
intermingled with land he rented from Peterhouse, Trinity Hall (Crouchmans) and the Dean
and Chapter of Ely (Pittensaries) that no-one could decide who owned what. Part of this
trouble was that Richard Prime and his family had been tenants of the Rectory for over 100
years and inevitably his land had lost its boundary markers over such a long period of time.
Over twenty-one witnesses were called to testify as to how long they had known Richard
Prime, in what condition the Parsonage house (as it was then called) and its outbuildings were
in when he was tenant, and whether he had committed the actions of which he had been
accused. Some of the witnesses were builders, bricklayers and carpenters and their replies
provide us with the evidence of what the Rectory farm was like in the mid seventeenth
century.

It appears that there were two garners or granaries and that Richard Prime had taken down the
Great Garner, but a granary is not a barn and another witness Lawrence Sorby, a builder
described the two barns as ‘the Great Barn and the Great Long Barn’. ‘He had worked for 3
days last past in and about the house and did Masons work for ten weeks except the weather
hindered him’. He said that the Great Long Barn ‘did want underpinning at one end and that
he and Stephen Watson his labourer did underpinne the same barn in part at the said end only.
If the said barn had not been underpinned it would have slipped into the Ditch there as he
verily beleeveth.’ A later map of the Rectory shows a ditch running down the side of the barn
between it and Ros and Michael Ayres property. 1646 must have been a wet year as he goes
on to say ‘the other Barne there being called the Great Barne at that time wanted pinning
round about and that he and the said Watson did amend the under pinning of the same round
about it to save from the rising water there. The same map also shows a ditch running down
the road (Middle Street) and a bridge to cross the water from the road, so the Great Barn was
probably the one running parallel to the road, of which only the external wall remains. In the
original drawing the Moat is shown running around the Great Long Barn.

Plan of Rectory Farm showing Moat and Barns
He describes further work done to the House, a Malt house, a Stable, Storehouse and a Milk
house. The cost of repairing the house and its surrounding buildings was estimated at more
than £50 and to repair the Granaries as £30.

One of the other causes for prosecution was that Richard Prime had stolen the pigeons from
the pigeon house; one witness Thomas Muske was quoted as saying ‘that he and Henry Coult
another servant of Mr Prime did enter into the Dovehouse about two days before Michaelmas
and killed about half a bushel of ould pigeons and most of the young pigeons in the said
dovehouse being about two or three dozen that were fitt to eat and about two dozen other
younger ones and these he carried into his Master’s house but the other were killed and
carried into the fields with the Mucke and all the Eggs that he found he put them by in
cleansing the holes for the Muck and left in there corners of the holes.’ Henry Coult, when
examined, stated, ‘that he carried away a sacke from the Dovehouse above 3 pecks of old and
young pigeons some flying about and some in the nest, to the defendant’s own house. He
thinketh the lower holes were stopped as the pigeons were not flying about.’ Richard
Symons, aged 17 years, said that ‘He did see William Stiffen carry away a sack from the
Dovehouse to his own house and afterwards did see above in a chamber at the defendants
house above one hundred ould pigeons lye dead in a heape by themselves and some young
ones by themselves, and that he did eat some of them.’

It has been claimed that only Lords of Manors had the right to keep pigeons, but there were at
one time at least seven dovecotes in Thriplow; The Bury, Bassets (the home farm of the
Bury), the Rectory, Barrenton’s Manor, College Farm (the home farm of Barentons), Bacons
Manor, and presumably Crouchman’s Manor though there is no documentary evidence for
this.

Such details bring these old buildings to life and give them an individuality that otherwise we
might not feel. Many villages have old buildings, but no two are identical and such precious
heritage must be preserved for future generations to enjoy.

Shirley Wittering.

FARMING IN THRIPLOW

My family have been farming around Thriplow for seventy years. During this period the most
profound revolutions have affected Thriplow Farms. Horses – at least those used for farm
work - have disappeared, our tractors have grown from forty horsepower to nearly three
hundred horsepower and the width of our combine harvesters has expanded from six feet to
twenty five feet. Our farming practices have also changed completely. Instead of relying on
manure and the Almighty to provide fertility and protect us from diseases, we now use
phosphate, potash and urea to maintain soil fertility. `We also use an arsenal of fungicides,
herbicides and insecticides to keep our crops healthy.

To a resident of Thriplow whose income does not depend on agriculture, this must sound like
an extremely unattractive development. However, it is worth pointing out that if farming had
not experienced this revolution there would be very few houses available for today’s
Thriplow residents. When I was a child around three quarters of all the houses in the village
were occupied by people who either worked on the land or who had retired from farm work.
It is precisely because the labour force has shrunk so drastically that today no more than five
per cent of Thriplow is connected with the land.
It is worth remembering that what today – from a perspective of fifty years – have come to be
known as “the good old days” were in reality anything but good. At least for those who
worked on the land. The cottages in which our employees lived rarely had inside water and
never inside toilets. An outside standpipe and a privy in the garden were the norm. Central
heating was, of course, unheard-of. Wages were derisory and the social standing of farm
workers was lower than any other profession. What was even worse was the fact that farm
workers lived in constant far of being evicted from their tied cottages. Rose Moule’s father

was the foreman at Cochranes farm (where Rose lives to this day). Towards the end of the
war, when he was over seventy years old, my father asked him whether he was considering
retiring. Moule’s (everyone was called by their surname in those days) reply was
instantaneous. “When would you like us out of the house?” Small wonder therefore that the
overriding ambition of all farm workers was to leave agriculture and find a job at Spicer’s
paperworks, Marshall’s or Pye radios in Cambridge.

Those were also the days when farmers were considered heroes by the general public.
England had nearly starved during the war, which explains why all politicians were united in
the single objective of helping British farmers grow more food. To achieve this the 1947
Agriculture Act was passed, and with it the first tidal wave of subsidies which – although it is
now ebbing – has been with us for two generations. This was the time when farmers were
paid to tear up orchards and hedges. We were given cash to plough up grasslands, drain
wetlands and use more fertilisers. At the time there was not a single voice raised in objection.
Greenpeace and Friends of the Earth were still unborn. All of which makes some farmers
distinctly irritated today when, after doing exactly what the government of the day asked
them, now find that they are excoriated for having been vandals.

Happily, the land around Thriplow has always consisted of large open fields so it has never
been necessary for us to remove any hedges. I must admit, however, that had my farm
consisted of tiny five-acre paddocks which had originally been laid out for herds of five
cows, I too would have removed these hedges. The word “prairie” (invariably a bad word)
has always been a feature of the Thriplow landscape. I happen to love prairies. I love the
level horizons and the huge skies. I love the feeling of space. And yet to listen to some people
it would seem that the countryside around Thriplow should rightly look like Devon or
Herefordshire with its “patchwork” (always a good word) quilt effect.

Some of the hedges we have today, like the ones along Brook Road, were planted in
mediaeval times to line roadsides. The remainder usually date from the enclosures to mark
the boundaries of individual farms. Of course the greatest damage which has been done to our
landscape was the disappearance of the elm tree due to Dutch Elm disease. In the old days the
elms were so tall and thick along Brook Road you could walk in their shade for half a mile
without seeing the sun.
As the so-called “drift from the land” continued through the 1950s and 1960s the labour force
at Thriplow shrank remorselessly. But this was not the only change. Thriplow sits in one of
the driest areas of England with an average annual rainfall of not much more than twenty
inches per year. This means that whilst the climate is ideal for cereals, it is extremely bad for
grass, which needs far more moisture. Thus Thriplow Farms began to specialise in the crops
which were suited to our climate. The sheep were the first to go, then two of the three dairy
herds disappeared. The pig unit stopped when the old pig man retired and nobody wanted to

take on the responsibility. The poultry at Bacons Farm suffered the same fate, and the turkeys
which had once been housed in movable cages on Thriplow Heath became uneconomical. In
the middle of the 1960s we made one final effort to retain the dairy herd by building a large
new dairy at Thriplow Farm, complete with cubicle shed to house the 150 Jersey cows.
Fifteen years later this too had disappeared and we found ourselves – like almost every other
East Anglian farm - completely stockless.

Meanwhile the subsidies we received grew ever bigger, although these were hidden by the
fact that they came in the form of a guaranteed price for our cereals. This was the
Intervention System which meant that if the open market price fell below a certain level, we
could sell our wheat and barley direct to the government, who would store it in vast aircraft
hangars dotted across the countryside. Throughout the 1970s and 1980s the old incentives to
grow more food were still in place, but we had become victims of our own success. Wheat
yields at Thriplow had risen from around two tonnes per acre (five tonnes per hectare) at the
beginning of the 1970s to around 4 tonnes per acre (ten tonnes per hectare) ten years later. A
new word, “surplus,” had entered into the agricultural vocabulary.

Eventually even the politicians realised that not only was it pointless paying farmers to
produce grain mountains, but also the environmental cost of this system was a heavy one.
Which explains why today the old subsidy system is changing beyond all recognition. No
longer am I guaranteed a high price for every tonne of wheat I produce. I am, it is true, paid
£88 per acre for every acre of wheat I plant, but this has in no way compensated for the fact
that the price of wheat has fallen from £120 per tonne ten years ago to £55 this harvest.

In the meanwhile, however, subsidies are being redirected for environmental purposes. Here
at Thriplow we are participants in the new Arable Stewardship Scheme. Instead of being paid
to grow more crops, we are instead paid to leave six metre strips uncultivated round the edge
of some fields, and to leave two metre beetle banks between other fields. Down by the A505
on Thriplow Heath we are also paid to leave one field fallow ever year in order to encourage
the return of stone curlews and lapwings.
There is, however, one species which was once very common on Thriplow Farms but will
never again return in any numbers; human beings.

Oliver Walston

A DAY OUT AT CAMBRIDGE (12th May 2002)
Colin Child, New Zealand

On an early bright Sunday morning I cycle seven miles to Thriplow, along the A10, a main
road which is quiet at this time of the day, then on to lanes beside spring pasture, through
small villages. Bells ringing greet me as I enter “the finest village in Cambridgeshire”
according to the sign announcing the Year 2000 Award. This is Thriplow. The church sits on
higher ground, near an ancient tumulus; the village lies below where ancient springs still
bubble in wetter years. The church bells ring, ‘a three-quarter’ ring to celebrate the baptism
which takes place in the morning family service. The church-warden shares his knowledge of
the bell restorations and the engravings on the walls. Some of this graffiti is the work of the
Primes, and the gravestone of Hale Prime is in a prominent place near the church entrance.
My connection here is on the female line: Elsie Carter - Ada Smerdon - Emily Jane Prime,
born Thriplow 1836.
The bellringers, six of them, range in age from about 12 to 60. They present a complicated
but well rehearsed routine before the service which is an interesting combination of
traditional liturgy with a relaxed family atmosphere with a message based on a tug-of-war
game for the children and special songs for the infant, with an enjoyable organ voluntary at
the end. At the morning cuppa I speak with a lady whose good friend is Professor Scott, one
of my professors from Auckland University days. I photograph the graffiti of Mathias Prime
1681.

I meet, as arranged, Shirley Wittering, the Chairman of the local historical society. Although
there are 80 household members, she and one other are the driving force, with a huge fund of
knowledge and records. She is doing a Ph.D. on the effects of the Enclosure Act (1840) on
the rural poor in Cambridgeshire villages. She and her husband Bill also have a delightful
garden (veggies, flowers, varieties of apple trees, chooks(chickens) and frog ponds) on a
small plot behind the house. She also paints. The village is now very conservation minded both in restoring old buildings and preventing inappropriate new ones from being built.
She searches for some Prime related material. There’s some significant information.
According to the 1840 Enclosure Act he owned: ‘An allotment and close used for arable
farming (two+ acres) and was the tenant at Bacon’s Farm - with its homestead, close and
allotment totaling 214 acres’.
Shirley has the map showing the appropriate locations of the various tenancies. The 1841
Census records seven households of Primes, 41 individuals living in the village. Later when
walking around the village I go to Lot 199 which is now 9 Church St. I knock on the door
and am welcomed by the house minding parents of the current owners Nigel and Liz Moore.
They invite me in for afternoon tea. This thatched roof cottage was where Emily Jane grew
up, Hale retiring here. (1851 census, Emily age 15) after working for many years on the
Bacon Manor property. Today there are four in the home, with an Emily aged 6, and there‘s
not a lot of space. The ceiling is low in the main room, with a large wooden roof beam, not
squared but still in log shape, and the beam over the fireplace has the holes where the cooking
pots would have hung.
The house is just three properties along from the church. Hence the name Church Street, or
‘High’ Street, as it was known then, the oldest part of the village. The other streets are, of
course, Middle Street and Lower Street, crossed by School Lane, Long Croft Lane and Farm
Lane. It may have been the proximity to the church that led to Hale’s involvement as a church
leader, but surely a sign of his earnestness that he served as an overseer of church accounts
from 1831 to 1847. Thomas Prime, the local miller, served as church warden from 1832 to
1863. Despite this (perhaps it was the influence of Joseph Ellis the landowner who was in
dispute with the incumbent vicar and led to the establishment of an Independent Chapel), on
Nov 11, 1836 Emily Jane was baptised at the nearby Fowlmere Independent Chapel.
When Hale died in 1857 Emily Jane was 21. She gave birth to Ada in Shoreditch, London in
November the following year. By 1861 there were only 32 Primes remaining in Thriplow.
By 1881 there were only two households, seven Primes in the village. Today there are none.
The village though has plenty of signs of an active but peaceful lifestyle. Outside one gate
there are balloons (Was it the location of the christening party?); one man is on his knees
using a knife to take out weeds from his grass verge; a notice on the school gates announces a
party on the village green for Jubilee weekend; two people are having a drink outside ‘The
Green Man’ the local pub; the ‘Smithy’ is now a base for the historical society; there’s a

village shop, a village hall, and in Farm Lane with its overhanging trees you are shut off from
the surrounding fields and cycling through rural England at its best.
I leave Thriplow behind, with a final photograph of St George Parish Church, and cycle past
fields of grass, rape oil seed, and broad beans, cross over the M11 motorway, and come back
to Cambridge.
I’m in time for a quiet rest looking across ‘the backs’ (the rough outer meadow) towards the
River Cam (only the heads and poles of the punters are visible), and the immaculately
manicured lawns of King’s College. But my preference tonight for evensong is Clare
College. Smaller, more intimate. It has an octagonal antechapel with high timber ‘lantern’ (a
unique square window feature in the roof) and a barrel-vaulted main chapel with fine 16th
century panelling and a 1763 Annunciation altarpiece.
Evensong is preceded by a thirty minute piano recital by a young student Delbar Moinian: “in
preparation for worship you are requested not to applaud at the end of the recital.” She’s good
- though the pedaling on the Schubert Impromptu is muddy, and she could articulate the top
line more clearly. But it’s good preparation for evensong by a mixed choir of students. Clare
was one of the earlier colleges to admit women. Under the direction of Timothy Brown this is
the best evensong singing I’ve heard so far, notwithstanding York Minster and King’s
College. The style is intelligent, precise, at times passionate, and soaring, intimate and
uplifting. The rendition of Herbert Howell’s ‘Nunc Dimittis’ allows opportunity for some
solo voices also. I think that for most of the students music is not their main area of study.
But in these weeks of examinations they have still had the energy to commit to practice and
perform.
In this chapel there is no amplification used, or needed, and the readings by an undergraduate
(a young Welsh lass), and a Fellow (an older English gentleman), are both moving. The Dean
speaks on the relationship between parents and children. No platitudes here, but a considered,
scriptural exegesis on the nature of maturity, forgiveness, separation and love. He quotes a
poem by C. Day Lewis, written from the playing fields of Clare College as his young son
makes an early step in the progress towards leaving home. Though I am far from home I feel
close to the love of family members. The Anthem, music by William Walton, is a setting of
the Song of Solomon 8: 6-7
Set me as a seal upon thine heart,
As a seal upon thine arm;
For love is as strong as death.
Many waters cannot quench love,
Neither can the floods drown it.
After evensong I am invited to “linger” not for a cuppa but for wine or fruit juice, “after
which supper is served in the dining hall.” The congregation at evensong was actually quite
small, about 25. Peter, a fellow of the college and his wife Alice make me welcome, as do

others around the supper table. As a guest I pay just three pounds for roast pork dinner and
cheesecake. The hall, with panelling from 1688, is adorned with portraits of famous Clare
men (e.g. Hugh Latimer 1485-1555, Fellow, Chaplain to Anne Boleyn, the protestant Bishop
of Worcester, martyr, burnt at the stake for heresy under Mary I), and filled with good
conversation.
Then, to top it off, at 8.30 some music students give a recital in preparation for their music
tripos (performance exam). A romantic viola performance and a virtuoso violinist, with one
of the accompanists being Nicholas Rimmer the organ scholar at evensong and an excellent
pianist.
It’s dark as I cycle back to my accommodation - but there are lots of cyclists in Cambridge,
many of whom ride without helmet or light. Safely back, after a stimulating day - stimulating
for the past, present and future.
P.S. Thriplow. Pronounced Triplow, and earlier often spelt like that.
P.P.S. I discover later that the spot from which I took the photograph of Thriplow Church
was just inside the gate to allotment 208, the land which Hale Prime farmed in 1840.
Tithe Map Thriplow 19 September 1840
Hale Prime Landowner 179
Allotment
198
Close
199
Tenement and Gardens
Occupier
88
Bacon’s Close
89
Close
90
House and homestead
91
Bacon’s Close
208
Allotment

GLEANINGS
THANK YOU to David Easthope, Arthur Rowe and Peter Speak for manning the Smithy during
the Jubilee Festivities on June 1st. We could not light the fire as a family of Jackdaws had made
a nest in the chimney and the young fledglings were nearly ready to fly! Visitors found the tools
and the exhibition interesting and some publications were sold.
CONGRATULATIONS to the Thriplow Landscape research Group and Thriplow School for
winning a HERITAGE STARS award of £100 each from the Countryside Commission. The
Group have been working with the older children from the school, showing them how the
Romans measured distances and planned roads and settlements. They compared modern
methods such as Theodolites with a simpler method used by the Romans called a Gromer and
were amazed to find that both were equally accurate.
Note for your Diary – We have arranged a VISIT TO THE CAMBRIDGESHIRE
COLLECTION, at the Central Library, Lion Yard, Cambridge. This fascinating collection of
information regarding the county includes, Books, Journals, newspapers dating back to the
1770s, maps, old photographs and audio visual material. We will be guided round by Chris
Jakes. We have to be inside the building by 7.0pm so we must leave by 6.30pm. Please let either
Peter Speak or myself know if you would like to go.
THE THRIPLOW AND FOWLMERE PARISH NEWS are in need of an Editor for Thriplow,
this involves collating news items and programme details once every two months and sending
them on to Jane Van Tassel, general editor in Fowlmere. If you could help out please let Jane
know on 208775 or Jane VanTassel@fowlmere.com .
Next February we will be celebrating the Thriplow Society’s TENTH BIRTHDAY, as part of
the celebrations we are hoping to perform the PAGEANT that was originally to be shown on
Jubilee Day. We are hoping that a consortium of the Society, TADS and enthusiasts will get
together to put this short show on. The story is a humorous run through Thriplow’s history so if
you would like to take part please let Barbara Pointon know, her telephone number is 01763 208
393.

Next Meeting:Anne Rowe, DOVECOTES, HISTORIC FEATURES OF THE LANDSCAPES.
For some details of the Dovecotes of Thriplow, read ‘The Tithe Barn’ in this issue.
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